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The offensive, therefore, had to be delayed while a
4th Army Corps was created out of the Cosseria Division,
the " ist of February33 Blackshirt Division and an Askari
battalion, and while roads were constructed to take it to
the front. It arrived late.
And it was not needed. The 2nd Army Corps was fully
capable of defeating Irnru by itself: alone and unaided it
enjoyed the numerical superiority over an ill-equipped
enemy that was considered necessary, in this war, to the
success of Italian arms.
The 4th Army Corps in another sense was typical of the
Italian effort. It was perfectly administered. It was
supplied at difficult moments on the march over the
rocks of Adi Abo with all its food and water from the
air. In even more trying conditions than those which
the 3rd Army Corps had to face, the daring experiment
succeeded.
In the 4th Army Corps is represented both the administra-
tive advance of the Italian army and the strange lack of
confidence which they still had in themselves as fighting
men.
One charitable explanation might be given for the excess
of force used by Badoglio in the Tigre ; that he wished to
encircle the enemy. But as it was, the enemy always
slipped away after his defeat and suffered loss oidy to the
Italian aviation.
Nor was the enemy less broken by the impact of one Army
Corps than by that of two. Imru indeed took less men
out of the battle against one Army Corps than the other
Ras saved from the encirclement of two.
The real reason was that the Italians were taking no
risks.
Their victories astonished the world at the time. The
brilliance of the aggressor more than anything in those
fateful days of March convinced the undecided mass in
Europe that he was invincible, and therefore not to be
opposed.
But in fact, he only succeeded because he employed mass
everywhere, and because he made the war in Ethiopia at
crippling cost to himself.
Caesar converted himself into a vast machine and rolled
over the Ethiopian armies that were mad enough to come

